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A LETTER FROM THE OBLATE DIRECTOR — BROTHER EDMUND EBBERS, OSB 

Dear Oblate brothers and sisters: 

While we are still in fall, we surely feel the winter days approaching. We ask ourselves and others, where has the sun 
gone? The rains and winds have come, many trees and plants have gone dormant for the colder days ahead. Many 
people dread this time of year when life seems to be elusive. Those of us who have been around for any number of 
years know that this too will pass, and new life will burst forth and we will forget the dreariness for another season.  

Some sparks that burn for a time will be with us through the wintery days. As I am writing this, we are celebrating 
Halloween or All Hollows’ Eve. This is the eve of All Saints, a sacred time to remember all the saints that have pre-
ceded us in their earthly journey. Then comes All Souls Day which may seem redundant, but it is an opportunity to          
remember the souls of all people who may need help in arriving to that perfect place on the other side. While we are 
in hope all our friends and relatives are in heaven, it is still a blessed thing to call upon the Lord to bring them to 
Himself. We are their hope.  

Thanksgiving is another flicker of light during these gray days. We gather, when we can, to share family, community, 
and good food. To remember all the wonderful gifts from our Creator’s hands that have blest us with life and         
happiness. It is NOT just about how much good food we can put down our gullets.  

We sometimes, maybe often, forget the meaning of these special days. These are HOLY days to give glory to our 
Creator. Soon, we will be preparing for Christmas by way of Advent, a mini-Lent. While there has been much to do 
about the origin of Christmas, we can seek to know the truer purpose of Christmas.  

I read that in historic times birthdays were not celebrated, so this may a reason for not knowing Christ’s birthdate. 
Historians believe his birth probably was in the fall before the rains came and the shepherds were still pasturing their 
sheep. This feast was not celebrated until about 300 years after Christ died. It is believed that St. Francis of Assisi, in 
the 1300s, constructed a manger with animals and humans to portray the Biblical scene we have today. St. Benedict 
does not mention Christmas, but he does mention Easter. In various countries, Christmas took on different scenarios. 
In the sixteenth century, for a short time in the United States, Christmas was banned.  

Christ’s birth was marked with simplicity and humble beginnings. Today we seem to be straying from the true    
meaning of Christmas. The marketplaces are full of shoppers and enticements to buy – buy – spend money!  

This side of Christmas is undesirable, for it leads to greed, selfishness, pride, not to mention depression and debt for 
many. This circus of Christmas is very intrenched, we are often lost in the chaos of consumerism, but I hear of folks 
pulling back. Advent moves us towards a more meaningful Christmas. The Hebrew people longed to see the          
redeemer, the long-awaited messiah. What do you think this waiting would feel like – this anticipation, not knowing 
when or how or where this will be?  

We can say much about the history of the holiday. The birth of our Lord is very important, but more to the point, he 
was born for us, and we are asked to re-experience his birth in our lives. Perhaps we can spend our Advent preparing 
ourselves for His coming in our lives anew, purify our focus and contemplate the truer meaning of Christmas and find 
Jesus in the day.  

 

Through Jesus and St. Benedict, I am, Br. Edmund E., OSB, Obl. Dir. 
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When you read these lines, we will have begun to say “farewell” to 2021 and will have   

begun the usual end-of-year observations: Thanksgiving, the season of Advent, Christmastide, and 

finally a new year will have begun. I saw one new year in the Holy Land, where I was one amidst 

a group of Spanish pilgrims from Madrid. Even far from Spain, we observed the Spanish          

traditions of New Year’s Eve, “noche vieja” (old night) eating “turron,” a seasonal sweet that 

some of my fellow pilgrims had brought from Madrid, and eating twelve grapes, one for each 

strike of midnight as the new year arrives. A long-time friend of mine begins each year by going 

through his calendar and noting significant events from the year just passing. 

Were we to look at the Abbey happenings during 2021, we could note the fact that for some 

time the Abbey Church and the hill’s courtyard were without power. Our long-time transformer 

“gave up the ghost” and we received power from a borrowed generator for a period of weeks. It 

was also the year for replacing the roof of the monastery, a project which was ongoing for a time 

beginning in September. PRIOR NICOLAUS WILSON and BROTHER MARK          

BONNEVILLE were among those involved with our power replacement. BROTHER MARK 

oversaw the roofing project. 

During the course of the year 2021, two monks passed to God, two young men entered the 

novitiate, and two men took vows. ABBOT ADRIAN PARCHER and FATHER BEDE    

CLASSICK were laid to rest in the Abbey Cemetery by ABBOT MARION NGUYEN and their 

confreres in early summer. Earlier in the year, as previously reported in these pages, NOVICE 

THERIE PASCUA and NOVICE SIMEON GOODSON joined us and are now in the last 

months of their year and a day novitiate under the direction of their novice master, ABBOT 

EMERITUS NEAL ROTH. 

ABBOT MARION received the vows of two monks in formation this summer. As         

previously reported, BROTHER PACHOMIUS HAMOR made his first vows as a Benedictine 

on 11th July. With the beginning of the new academic year, BROTHER PACHOMIUS enrolled 

in several classes in the University, where he also is serving an internship in the area of Student 

Services, working with our university students. 
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BROTHER DAMIEN - JOSEPH RAPPUHN made his solemn vows as a Benedictine the 

day before the Feast of the Assumption, following a juniorate of three years, most recently under 

the direction of FATHER KILIAN MALVEY. After the Mass of Profession in the Abbey 

Church, ABBOT MARION and the monks joined BROTHER DAMIEN - JOSEPH and his 

family and friends in the hilltop’s courtyard for a festive, celebratory luncheon. Detail person that 

he is, BROTHER DAMIEN - JOSEPH left his mark on every aspect of this joyous celebration. 

The luncheon menu reflected his family connections to the Southern United States. In late August, 

he returned to his academic studies at Mount Angel Seminary, Oregon. 

BROTHER PASCAL - DAVID GREENE, together with BROTHER PACHOMIUS, is 

both enrolled in a class in the University as well as doing an internship there — among his other 

duties. BROTHER PASCAL - DAVID has been doing training in the Security Office/Visitor 

Center … FATHER PAUL WECKERT continues his vocation work on behalf of the community. 

He and ABBOT MARION have attended several “vocation discernment” events sponsored by the 

Archdiocese … In addition to joining the community for liturgies, meals, and other community-

related activities, our novices take classes, have work assignments, and have personal time for  

discernment. They also usually have one day “away” at the Abbey’s Lambert Lodge, where they 

can have some R&R along with the Novice Master or another confrere or two and hone their 

cooking skills … BROTHER LUKE DEVINE was recently re-elected to another term on the 

University’s Board of Trustees, and this writer was recently appointed by ABBOT MARION to 

the Abbey’s Senior Council and Abbey Board of Directors, as well as recording secretary for the 

later. FATHER PETER TYNAN, a member of both the Council and Abbey Board, is recording 

secretary for the former. 

Advent will soon be here. One of my favorite Advent related thoughts is to be found in a 

lovely hymn we used to sing during my years in Madrid. “... La virgen espera ...” The Virgin is 

waiting ... and the time is “muy cerca” very close, for the Blessed Event of Christmas.  

 

All wishes for a Blessed Advent and hope for a 2022, filled with blessed promise. 
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      Abbey Archivist’s Report by Father Peter Tynan, OSB 

When you were young, were you told to ‘dream big’? I remember when I was in high school, and I was told that. 
You can do anything you set your mind to doing. Sounds great, doesn’t it? Really motivational, too. 
           
Well, as we moved into adulthood, many of us found out that often those big dreams were just that, dreams — re-
alities set in. Either we discover that some things were never meant to be for us or that the dreams we had were not 
as big as we thought. If we are wise, we shrug our shoulders and move on. Life is too short for regret and           
resentment. Besides, our true hope is in Christ. May we all together be with him in eternal life. 
           
Now, did you know that Abbot Rafael 
Heider had a rather big dream for Saint 
Martin’s Abbey? He wanted the monks 
to move out of their cramp chapel on the 
second floor of Old Main and into a 
proper church building. Not just any 
church building, but a big, modern one. 
You can see it in the picture. What you 
see is an architectural model made of it 
in summer 1962. 
 
As you can see, it dwarfs the monastery 
to its right. It was meant to hold over 
800 people. Imagine Saint Martin’s   
Abbey having the largest Catholic 
Church in the region. It was never 
meant to be. 
             
Abbot Rafael was never able to raise the funds needed to build such a church. Instead, when the Abbey Church 
was built in 1972, it was much smaller. Instead of 800 people, the current Abbey Church seats under 200. That is 
just fine. We don’t need a larger church. Besides, the proposed 1962 church would have made access to Old Main 
a pain. The road to the hilltop would not have reached the school. Everything would have had to be carried up the 

hill from the current Raphael Center. 
The old water tower would have had 
to be removed. If that were true, then 
guest parking would have been down 
the hill as well. And we haven’t yet 
considered how we would have kept 
that roof clean.  
 
In the end, I believe that our patron 
Saint Martin was looking out for us. 
He was a modest man himself and 
saw that we got the church that best 
served our needs. You can see it in 
the photo taken when it was first 
completed. Now, 50 years later, the 
garden around the Abbey Church has 
grown in and has given the building a 
beautiful setting. It is our spiritual 
home, and we are grateful for it.  
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When our Oblate Silent Retreat was first offered, I thought to myself, “Why attend? after all, Covid had    
already placed most of us in a year’s silent retreat.” But then, as the retreat day neared, I had second thoughts. 
 
I knew within days of the retreat I would need to have a hard conversation with a person of great importance. 
God had already sent me several people with positive input, so I knew it was a conversation that could not be 
put off or ignored. However, could attending this retreat give me added input from God during the silent time 
of our day? 
 
As I write this article, God’s response to me remains a mystery. 
 
However, what I do know about attending the Oblate retreat became abundantly clear. The retreat gave me a 
renewed sense of community; a community we had sorely missed during our year of Covid. Attending Mass 
with the Abbey monks and celebrating Br. Damien’s final vows was awe-inspiring. And hearing the Schola 
sing after a year of not hearing them was edifying. 
 
Sometimes, as Oblates, we can take for granted all that is offered to us in our Benediction Spirituality. 
We can forget about the importance of stability in a world that is fast-paced living. We can easily dismiss the 
importance of communal prayer and obedience. Unlike other third orders of lay persons, we, as Oblates, are 
first order members. 
 
May we continue to learn our Holy Rule and take opportunities to come together as Oblates when the Abbey 
calls. And may we be filled with the grace of God during these times together. 
 
Thank you, Br. Edmund, for your generous love for us and for all the monks who, through prayer and friend-
ships, link us all as one family within Christ Our Lord through the disciplined spirituality of 
Saint Benedict. 
 
In the Spirit of Saint Benedict, 
 
Mary Randall, Oblate 

SILENT RETREAT REFLECTION BY OBLATE MARY RANDALL 
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I long to surrender to His 
love, stretch into Christian 
spiritual growth and    
transformation. 
 
To have quiet time to    
cultivate a still center 
where I can embrace other 
in soul hospitality. 
 
To become more aware of 
the things that distract me 
from doing what it is I 
need to do.  
 
To set aside these          
distractions and listen for 
God to speak. 
 
So, I can grow in my      
relationship and             
attunement to the Spirit of 
God. 
  
I long to have my eyes 
open with the loving      
expectation of finding God 
where I least expect to 
meet Him, in others, in  
unlikely places and     situ-
ations, as well as the usual. 
 
To listen to the silence and 

in it hear God speaking or whispering on the soft breeze as it gently caresses the trees, invit-
ing them into a slow, playful dance. 
 
To know God in nature and in ordinary daily chores. These are the longings in the depth of 
my heart and soul as I gaze into the early morning mist. 

 

    Early morning heart longings   
 

          By: Oblate Kathleen Hystad   8-29-2021 

Image found at  wallpaperflare.com 
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 Oblate Christmas Bazaar  

November 20th    

9a.m. to 4 p.m. at the TUB center 
behind Marcus Pavilion.  

Open to the public.  

Religious items, art, gifts, crafts, 
books, baked goods.  

All purchases and donation     
benefit Oblate charitable            
activities. 

Welcome to our new novices who were invested at our September hybrid 
Zoom and in person meeting. May you have a year of blessings and 
growth. 
 
Theresa Allin, Wayne Clare, Enid Duncan, and Barbara Lowell. 



OBLATE COMMUNITY SUNDAY DEC. 5, 2021 
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Join us for Mass at 11:00 in the Abbey church. Masks required.  

Come in person or attend with Zoom at 1:30 pm in the Abbey church.  

Presentation by Fr. Peter Tynan.  

Watch your email for Zoom link. 

Come study the Rule of  Saint Benedict. We are continuing to use  Zoom. Check your email 

for invite and link. 

We are  using A Study Guide for The Rule of St. Benedict with reflections by Abbess Emerita 

Mother Maria-Thomas Beil, OSB of St. Walberga in Colorado.  

If you wish to purchase the guide, they are $40 each and please let the Oblate Director know 

so they can be ordered.   

We are still having Zoom meetings on our Oblate Sundays and for the Study of the Holy 

Rule. Expect an email with the invite for the meeting about a week prior to the meeting.  If 

we don’t have your email now is a good time to contact us and get on the list. 

 You are strongly encouraged to keep in contact and join us in learning from one another.  

The more the better and the more we learn of and from each other.  Let us move ahead in  

solidarity to come to know Benedict and Christ our Lord.  
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Good works still continue. Rosaries, hats, blankets, booties for infants 

 – if you are making these feel free to mail or drop them off at the front door of the 

monastery. 

Oblate Community dates for 2022 

Note the changes in times for some of these meetings. 

January 9 Holy Rule Study 1:30 Zoom  

February 6 Holy Rule Study 1:30 Zoom        

March 6  Oblate Meeting 3:30 Sr. Laura Swan to be followed by evening prayer  

  with monks and investitures/oblations of new Oblates.  

April 3 Holy Rule Study 1:30 Zoom        

May 1 Oblate Meeting 1:30 Oblate Roman Luzarrage    

June 5 Holy Rule Study 1:30 Zoom        

July 10 Oblate meeting 1:30 ___TBA____      

August 7 Holy Rule Study 1:30 Zoom        

August 13 Silent Retreat ____TBA__________      

Sept. 11 Oblate Meeting 3:30 _TBA _Evening prayer with monks and     

  investitures/oblations of new Oblates.    

October 2 Holy Rule Study 1:30 Zoom       

Nov. 6 Holy Rule Study 1:30 Zoom        

Dec. 4 Oblate Meeting 1:30 __TBA___  
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 ON THE BOOK SHELF 

 

Work and Prayer; The Rule of St. Benedict for Lay People  

by Columba Cary - Elwes.      

       

Beginning again: Benedictine 

Wisdom for Living in Illness  by 

Mary C. Earle. 

PRAYER REQUESTS 

 RIP Bruce Tenney   

 Oblate J. T. Batstone healing from cancer.  

 Oblate Katherine Greathouse for her well being in assisted living.   

 Oblate Novice Michelle Hutchinson recovering from cancer/chemotherapy.    

 Dr. Margaret Russell, friend of community, for her health issues.   

 Oblate James Riddell. Personal issues and peace for him.          

 Bob and Tom Ebbers, their continued progress in health.    

 That Oblates who are homebound and experiencing health issues will find comfort 

 through the sufferings of Christ.                                

 That missing Oblates will find their path to Christ through St. Benedict. 
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The Way of St. Benedict By Rowan Williams  

 

Dear Oblates,  

Greetings from Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary. I write to you in the midst of my 
philosophical seminary studies after having finished this fantastic little book, published 
only last year before the outbreak of the pandemic. Rowan Williams, the former      
Archbishop of  Canterbury and leader of the Anglican Communion, is an astounding 
theologian, and he puts the depths of his knowledge to work in this powerful little book. 
But do not pick up this book thinking it is spiritual reading: this book is actually an    
appraisal of the power of the Rule of Benedict in addressing the issues of culture and 
public discourse in the 21st century. Instead of being a book about the importance of the 
Rule of Benedict for the conversion of the individual (the approach most spirituality 
books take), this book looks at the big picture. 

The sharp political split in the public sphere - in both the U.S. and Europe - and the    
issues of atheism, fear, and isolation in the world today are the target of Williams’     
evaluation in the light of the Rule of Benedict. This book seems to anticipate the      

question, “What value can Benedictine spirituality bring to communities and to nations today?” and answers it on a 
wide scale, while keeping it in conversation with the political history of Europe from medieval to modern times. At 
only about 150 pages, it can easily be read in a week, and although Williams demonstrates a wide knowledge of  
theology and history, this book is not at all academic or difficult reading. Highly recommended. By the time you 
receive this newsletter, I will likely be home from seminary for Christmas break. Hope to see you visit (if Covid  
allows us to be open) sometime during Advent!  

Ut in omnibus glorificitur Dei,  

Br. Damien-Joseph Rappuhn, OSB  

 BOOK REVIEWS 

Book review:  by Oblate Kathleen Hystad 

 

The Case for Christ by Lee Strobel. 

This book is a good read for disciples of Christ and for non-believers alike, as each will be 
amazed and learn from it.  
The author is on a personal  spiritual journey interviews many scholars in their specialty with 
the eye and mindset of an investigative journalist and attorney in his cross examination of 
them. Lee went from living life as an atheist to a Christian.  
This is a good book for group discussion and reading alone.  

We welcome your recom-

mendations and insights of 

the scared texts you read. 

Let us know what books 

you read and what fruits you 

discover with a short synop-

sis of the books.  
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Interested in becoming an Oblate or have questions contact  

Brother Edmund Ebbers OSB 

Phone: 360- 438 – 4457 

Email:  br_edmund@stmartin.edu 

 

Contact the editor: 

Patricia McClure   

Email: Ravenwings@comcast.net 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

 

St. Martin’s Abbey Oblates are people who earnestly seek a more deeply   

spiritual life rooted in God according to the Holy Rule of St. Benedict. The 

Oblate lives and works in the secular world guided by the wisdom of         

Benedictine life.  


